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Abstract: The Israeli-Palestinian conflict (originally Israeli-Arab conflict) has been of interest to the current and former American 

presidents. The long-agreed U.S. policy regarding finding a solution to the conflict – the two-state solution, through a series of decisions, 

has been undermined by Donald Trump. Joe Biden, the current American president, has reversed, frozen, and continued some of Trump’s 

decisions to establish a new Israeli-Palestinian conflict environment aimed at restarting negotiations between the conflicted parties. A 

comparative analysis of Trump’s and Biden’s approach towards the conflict strengthened by the analysis of a formal White House document 

allows for the presentation of the current administration’s policy towards the conflict and the actors of the conflict. In this paper I have 

presented an analysis of ten vital aspects of Biden’s policy towards the Israeli-Palestinian conflict during his first term in office. 
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Since the establishment of Israel in May 1948, its citizens have been 

at war with either one or more Arab neighbors at the same time. 

Progressively, with the extended assistance of third parties such as 

the USA, Israel has been able to establish positive relations with 

most of the Arab countries with which it shares borders, starting 

with Egypt in 1978. Israel failed to establish such a relationship 

with the Palestinians. From the perspective of the Palestinians, they 

had already been stripped of their land and deprived of their self-

determination over the course of many events over many years. The 

Israelis claim this land is theirs tracing all the way back to the 

Biblical times.  

Because the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is complex (and for a long 

time it was part of a broader Israeli-Arab conflict, involving many 

actors), negotiating a peace treaty has been historically difficult. 

Because of this complexity, third party actors and non-regional 

actors, have had to act as intermediaries. The country that, 

historically, has had the resources and most potential to foster 

Middle East peace has been the USA. There are a few factors that 

make the United States possibly the most effective and potent 

broker of the Middle East peace process. For a long time, the United 

States had the strongest soft power (diplomacy, culture, economy, 

values), which attracted other actors [1]. Because of a strong 

economy, the USA could be a sponsor of peace deals. And, among 

other reasons, it had (and still has) leverage over Israel and 

Palestine equally. 

American interference in the Middle East conflict has a long 

history. Actions taken by the former American presidents and 

administrations were at times peace-oriented, and at other times, 

directly fueled the conflict. Among initiatives aiming at finding 

solutions to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, possibly the most 

spectacular, was bringing both sides of the conflict to the 

negotiation table. This was accomplished by President Bill Clinton 

at Camp David in the year 2000. While the bilateral talks between 

Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak and the Palestinian leader Yasser 

Arafat at Camp David ended with a failure, the measures taken by 

Clinton were momentous [2]. While at a declarative level the U.S. 

presents itself as an impartial broker, it is more pro-Israeli. As 

further discussed in this paper, American support for Israel which 

hindered the peace process has been delivered at many levels – 

military, diplomatic, and economic [3]. Yet, with its support for 

Israel, finding a solution to the conflict is high on the American 

agenda and many of their presidents have attempted to solve it. 

President Joe Biden together with his vice-president Kamala Harris, 

defeated Donald Trump in the 2020 presidential elections. This 

made him the oldest serving president, and Harris the first woman 

vice-president. Domestically, Biden, as president, was challenged 

from the beginning by the COVID-19 pandemic, a possible 

economic recession, and an unemployment crisis. He also began 

reversing some of former President Trump’s decisions such as 

American engagement into fighting climate change and access to 

health care. In foreign matters, Biden had to formulate American 

policy, among others, to the Taliban dominance in Afghanistan and 

the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Among the soaring international 

challenges Biden had to face, the smaller Middle East, Israel and 

Palestine, was becoming increasingly tense, especially in May 2021 

when an 11-day violent fight between Israel and Palestine broke 

out. Once again, despite operating on a commentary of previous 

American diplomatic actions, Biden was forced to start formulating 

his own policy towards the conflict. 

1. Low priority of the conflict
Initially, Biden’s administration did not recognize the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict as a high priority. It was Yemen, and especially 

Iran, that according to Biden required immediate policy. Biden’s 

predecessor, President Donald Trump, withdrew from the Iran 

nuclear agreement in May 2018, and the current President, to deter 

Iran from falling under Russian or Chinese influence, is aiming at 

restarting talks [4]. The role of a special envoy to the Israeli-

Palestinian crises has almost been a tradition for American 

administrations. President Obama named George Mitchell his envoy 

just days after being sworn in while Trump trusted this role to his 

son-in-law Jared Kushner. Mitchell became the Special Envoy just 

48 hours after Obama’s inauguration [5]. Biden, at first, did not 

recognize the conflict as a priority requiring a special envoy. It is 

clear, that naming an envoy does not equal finding a solution to the 

conflict, but it signifies the importance of this issue in American 

foreign policy. Biden’s approach to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 

has a more general Middle East perspective, not a particular 

strategy. Biden has appointed Rob Malley as the US Special Envoy 

to Iran, Tim Landerking as the US Special Envoy to Yemen. Both 

appointments were coordinated by Brett McGurk, a highly 

experienced expert on the Middle East, serving in the White House 

under three previous presidents, and today the White House Middle 

East coordinator. Until today, a special envoy has not been 

designated to the Middle East conflict. 

2. Biden’s administration avoidance of 

formulating in-depth policy towards the 

conflict 
Not only did Biden not assign a special envoy to the region but he 

also abstained from sketching a clear plan with guidelines on how 

to resolve the conflict. Yet, he stayed loyal to the long-present 

American policy of promoting the realpolitik two-state solution. 

Biden avoided specifying the terms of the deal and conditions under 

which the two-state solution, even concerning such crucial and 

basic areas as the future of Jerusalem, the shape of the states, and 

the Palestinian refugees. This approach is much different from 

Obama’s A New Beginning plan delivered in Cairo or Trump’s 

Peace for Prosperity. The pivotal issues at stake between Israel and 

Palestine are three main ones:  the city of Jerusalem, Israeli 

settlement on occupied territories, and the future of Palestinian 

refugees [6]. These three main problems can be treated separately, 

especially in negotiations but are strongly interdependent. Jewish 

settlements are being built on annexed Palestinian territories further 

impeding the challenge of future of Palestinian refugees. And 

Jerusalem, being home to three main monotheistic religions 

including Jewish and Arab one, is at heart to both conflicted parties, 

seeing it as holy and diplomatically vital. The above enumerated 
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crucial points of conflict, along with few other ones, are 

traditionally addressed by following American presidents. Biden 

has successfully omitted clear and decisive guidelines to these areas 

of interest. Nonetheless, avoiding strong interference and stating 

precise conditions for peace. Biden is sending a clear signal that his 

administration wants to discontinue Trump’s policy of strong 

support for Israel. 

3. Biden wants the Palestinians to get engaged 

again after Trump’s years 
As discussed above, Trump’s pro-Israeli policy towards the Middle 

East and the conflict resulted in the Palestinians withdrawing from 

the negotiation and peace processes. The lack of one actor at the 

negotiation table in bilateral negotiations disables the talks. Donald 

Trump had a strategic plan and vision for peace in the Middle East 

– Peace for Prosperity, also called by Trump, Deal of the Century 

[7]. The plan was released in Washington at a joint press conference 

held by Trump and Netanyahu. Absent at the event was the 

Palestinian side. They also did not participate in shaping the 

proposal and any talks since 2017, when Jerusalem was declared 

Israel’s capital by Trump. Further unfavorable circumstances for 

any peace talks were, consequently to the Palestinian withdrawal 

position, Trump’s freeze of Palestinian aid, funding UNRWA (the 

UN agencies aiding Palestine), and closing the Palestinian 

diplomatic office in Washington. Contrary to Trump’s approach, 

Biden wishes to reengage the Palestinians into the talks and the 

peace process. One of the first steps Biden took is a declaration to 

reopen the U.S. Consulate in Jerusalem and America’s diplomatic 

mission to the Palestinians, which was merged into the newly 

opened U.S. Embassy in Jerusalem [8]. Rebuilding diplomatic ties 

with the Palestinians is essential to establish an equilibrium between 

the conflicted parties and allow for future peace talks. Biden not 

only wants to be active in upgrading the Palestinian role in the 

process in the Middle East but also in Washington. While the 

diplomatic mission in Jerusalem is still to reopen, Biden has 

appointed a special representative for Palestinian affairs, Hady Amr, 

to a newly created role. This person is expected to work closely 

with the Jerusalem based officials and diplomats [9]. However, 

Biden’s administration decided to broaden assistance to the 

Palestinians above diplomatic help. On June 15, 2022, Biden, 

having in mind the deteriorating living condition of the Palestinians, 

announced two new USAID grants – $2 million and $5 million over 

three years, aimed at establishing a cross-border medical and 

technological partnership between Israelis and Palestinians [10]. 

4. Biden urges Israel to end war in Gaza 
Initially Biden did not recognize the Middle East conflict as his 

priority. One of the reasons could be that reversing Trump’s pro-

Israeli decision could result in strong disapproval from Israeli 

supporters in the USA and globally.  This approach had to be 

modified by the White House in early May 2021, when the Israel-

Palestinian crises escalated. This event once again forced the 

conflict into the forefront of international and American attention. 

The crises which lasted 11 days had its flashpoint in Gaza but also 

at holy sites in Jerusalem. During this short yet violent crises, Biden 

talked on numerous occasions with Prime Minister Netanyahu. In 

one of them, he condemned Hamas attacks and reaffirmed 

Netanyahu of American support for Israel to defend itself and 

underlined the importance of a two-state solution [11]. Yet over the 

following days Biden’s rhetoric became stiffer towards Israel. In the 

next talk with Netanyahu, Biden signaled that he expects a 

significant de-escalation allowing for a ceasefire (U.S. Mission 

Israel, 2021). This signaled a reversal from Trump’s 

administration’s approach towards Israel and indicates that 

American patience was running out. These actions of Biden 

signaled that he is interested in getting the conflicted parties back to 

the negotiation table, but this will not happen when fighting in Gaza 

is continued. 

 

5. Jerusalem a vital city for the Israelis, 

Palestinians, and Americans as well 
Jerusalem is among the core issues of the conflict between Israel 

and Palestine, alongside security, refugees, and final boarders. The 

city is of the highest value to both sides due to religious, cultural, 

and historical reasons. The future of Jerusalem – if it should become 

the capital of either state, or possibly be shared by both, was for a 

long time not fully clarified by peace brokers, since it was seen as a 

serious source of conflict. The one to break this tradition was 

Donald Trump, who recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel 

and decided to move American diplomatic mission to this city from 

Tel Aviv [12]. This action resulted in Palestinians freezing attempts 

to talk with the Israeli side and more hawkish Palestinian fractions 

openly called for more decisive, even violent actions. Biden’s 

approach to the future of Jerusalem is much different. Being aware 

that only an evenhanded approach to both conflicted parties might 

lead to peace talks with the two-state solution as the ultimate goal, 

he decided to reverse Trump’s decision concerning Jerusalem, at 

least some of the decisions. On his visit to the Middle East, U.S. 

Secretary of State Antony Blinken said that President Biden wants 

to reopen the U.S. Consulate in Jerusalem and America’s 

diplomatic mission to the Palestinians, but at the same time leave 

the embassy in its new place in Jerusalem [13]. It was also made 

clear to Israel that further evictions of Palestinians from East 

Jerusalem might lead to renewed tension, conflict and even war. 

Thus, this declaration of Biden reopens the future dialogue about 

Jerusalem, withdrawing from Trump’s plans of Jerusalem as an 

undivided Jewish city. 

6. Palestine and Israel as equal players 
The most desirable outcome for Israel, Palestine, and the U.S., and 

the whole global community, is finding a win-win solution to the 

conflict. This outcome, a two-state solution, which will guarantee 

lasting peace, plus development and prosperity in the region, is only 

possible when the negotiating parties are as equal as possible. Such 

a negotiating platform is one which might give positive results. As 

mentioned above, strong support which Trump gave to the Israeli 

side resulted in the Palestinian withdrawal from all of talks, 

negotiations, and even possibly the cause of them turning to 

violence. Biden, after taking office, over time, has gotten more 

engaged with the Israeli-Palestinian issue. He recognized the need 

for a more evenhanded approach and possibly a more humanitarian 

look at the Palestinians. In July 2022 President Biden met with 

President Abbas and in the remarks both presidents shared after the 

meeting, Biden underlined his support for Palestine (diplomatic and 

economic), emphasizing that now, when Israel is progressing in 

building relations with Arab states in the region, it is good time, 

aiming at the two-state solutions, to restart Israeli-Palestinian talks. 

Biden also emphasized that both Israel and Palestine equally 

deserve freedom, security, dignity, opportunity, and development 

chances. This narration has been present in the previous American 

administrations, just strongly reversed by Trump. Under Biden, 

Israel and Palestine at the negotiation table are to be treated as 

equals. According to Biden, both Israeli aspiration and that of the 

Palestinians should be given equal weight. 

7. New settlements and the issue of refugees 
In addition to Jerusalem, the questions of refugees and the problem 

of continuous building of Jewish settlements of annexed Palestinian 

territories are the key points of discord between Israel and Palestine. 

The lack of an acceptable solution to both is pivotal to the failure of 

a two-state solution negotiation attempts. As seen from the map 

below, the process of Israel growing their territory at the cost of 

Palestinians has been continuing for over a hundred years now, 

consequently creating new Palestinian refugees [14].  
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The forceful removal of Palestinians from their homes, 

neighborhoods, and farms and in its place constructing new, walled 

Israeli settlements from the Israeli perspective is a necessity for a 

growing state but the Palestinian’s view it as unlawful, inhumane, 

and undermining peace talks. The Palestinian refugees are fleeing to 

neighboring Arab countries where they often live in refugee camps 

relying mostly on international aid. 

Biden, through his Secretary of State Anthony Blinken, referred to 

this problem, that he is opposing any unilateral action of either side 

that might spark violence or undermine a two-state solution. He 

mentions such topics as: settlement building, house demolitions, 

evictions, inciting violence and sponsoring terrorism [15]. These 

fundamental frames have been present in an international approach 

to the conflict, and whenever the conflicted parties abided by them, 

certain peace progress was possible. The White House’s refrain 

(historically) from naming the settlements as illegal since such 

rhetoric would be unacceptable for Israel and instead chooses to call 

them at most times obstacles for peace. Trump’s administration not 

only lambasted plans for new settlements but also criticized plans to 

evict 1,300 Palestinians to gain land for a future IDF training zone 

[16]. 

8. Biden declines to start negotiations now 
As discussed in point 7, Biden’s administration is not interested in 

rushing into peace talks or negotiations of Israel and Palestine. He 

believes that certain, positive environment must firstly be created. 

Without the proper efforts to bring the parties back to the table will 

result in disappointment. Peace talks must be preceded with positive 

peace prospects. The necessary frames are: 1) the humanitarian 

reconstruction of Gaza, 2) the need to address both parties to reduce 

tension and to prevent renewed violence and 3) the need to take 

steps to improve people’s lives and add a sense of dignity and hope 

[17].  The above assumptions signal that before diplomatic actions 

occur, attention must be paid to humanitarian issues. While Israel is 

a developed state which is struggling with security issues, the 

quality of life of Palestinians in the West Bank, and Gaza 

especially, is handicapped, and both territories are underdeveloped 

or destroyed, especially regarding access to water and energy. 

While peace talks are vital, improving everyday living conditions 

and consequently restoring hope and dignity should prevail. 

9. Other third parties are welcomed 
As mentioned above, the U.S. plays a special role in reference to the 

Middle East and the conflict. For a long time it had (now it is 

debated if still has) the soft power necessary to promote peace, it 

also had the hard power to take actions if necessary and what is 

possibly the most important, it has strong leverage over Israel. Due 

to historical ties between the U.S.A and Israel, the military, 

diplomatic, and economic aid that Israel receives, that makes Israel 

the biggest beneficiary globally, the White House has a unique 

leverage over Israel, that no other state or organization has [18]. 

Yet, Biden believes that other parties should get engaged and 

become catalysts in the peace process. At this point, the Middle 

East Quarte (an international body comprised of the U.S.A, Russia, 

E.U. and U.N), established by George W Bush’s administration, to 

find a solution to the conflict, does not hold the high esteem but is 

welcomed to take any positive action in the matter. In the era of 

Israel building new relationships with Arab neighbors (Bahrain, 

Kuwait and UAE), Biden believes that the Arab states of the region 

might play an important role in establishing peace in the region. In 

July 2022, President Biden met in Jeddah with the leaders of the 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)  (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, 

Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, the Republic of Egypt, the 

Republic of Iraq, and the Kingdom of Jordan) and agreed on a list 

of actions to strengthen the region, promoting bilateral and 

multilateral cooperation and also to take decisive steps to improve 

living conditions of the Palestinians. Once again, Biden stresses that 

that investing in living conditions, restoring hope and dignity might 

be the key to start meaningful talks of both conflicted sides. 

10. Furthering Israel’s integration with the Arab 

states of the region 
Biden sees the Middle East more broadly. He disbelieves, at this 

point, that bilateral Israeli-Palestinian talks are feasible. He also 

declines from engaging his administration from paving a road for 

the conflicted sides to restart peace talks. He sees success in the 

process of improving life, especially of the Palestinians, restraining 

from violence or actions that might lead to violence and engaging 

more actors into shaping the future of Middle East. As discussed in 

point 9, other Arab states of the region are expected to put some 

effort into reshaping the Middle East, as well as the anticipation of 

Israel’s cooperation with other states of the region. Following 

opening and establishing contacts lately with Bahrain, Kuwait and 

the UAE, Biden embraces the further integration and normalization 

of bilateral relations. By embracing the Abraham Accords (a series 

of joint normalization statements initially between Israel, the United 

Arab Emirates, and Bahrain) introduced by Trump, Biden showed 

support for one of the actions of his predecessor, which was very 

rare. Biden, on his first trip to the Middle East in 2022, continued 

Trump’s policy towards Israel’s greater integration into the region 

and even took diplomatic action to establish relations between Israel 

and Saudi Arabia [19]. Again, the normalization of Israel relations 

with other states of the region, in Biden’s eyes, might be key to 

peace in the region. 

Under President Joe Biden, American approach towards the Middle 

East, Israel, Palestine, and the conflict, is different from his 

predecessor. Declaratively it is to be more even-handed, 

discontinuing Trump’s pro-Israeli policy. Firstly, improving the 

living conditions of Palestinians and later engaging both conflicted 

sides into negotiations seems to be a strategy that in its newness 

deserves credit. Similarly, the general normalization, integration, 

and promoting cooperation among states of the region, Biden’s 

strategy that is inherited and continued from Trump is rational. Yet, 

the White House is currently facing, and is more engaged in 

European events, namely the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, 

possibly the greatest international challenge since the end of the 

Cold War. It is to be observed if Biden’s policy towards the Middle 

East conflict in these unstable times will be effective. President 

Biden still has time in his presidency, but the question remains 

whether he and his administration has the political will to take 

action towards peace between Israel and Palestine.  
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